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PANEL 1

Headquarters of the Ubergalactic Bureau of Investigations, a
proper scifi police precinct. Its bustling with classic space
cops, and space criminals being brought in. 

CAPTION: THE UBERGALACTIC BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS 

PANEL 2

Leaning back on his chair at his desk, is Officer Kowski, a
washed up space cop. Think Adam Strange with booze, depression
and just straight up old age. His classic pulp scifi cop uniform
is wrinkled and not a shiny example. His helmet is on the desk.

1. Commanding officer, off panel, yelling: On your feet KOWSKY! 

PANEL 3

Show us the commanding officer, a true hard-ass alien cop. I
want the feeling of classic "tight ass boss" like J.Jonah
Jameson and the like. He throws a pile of pipers on Kowski's
desk. 

2. Commanding officer: You've been assigned. 

3. Commanding officer: Traffic duty.  

PANEL 4

Kowsky gets up lazily from his desk. Grabbing his helmet and the
papers. 

4. Kowsky: I just got back from Ultima Centauri. 

PANEL 5

Kowsky drives into space with his scifi space cop car. 
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PANEL 1

On the outer edge of a galaxy, Kowsky is lounging in his "car",
with a scifi speed-o-meter in hand. 

PANEL 2

Another spacecraft WHIZZES past him, going perhaps faster than
the speed of light! *This could just as well happen in Panel 1
as well, you decide which pacing is better.* 

PANEL 3

Kowsky looks at the speed-o-meter that reads something like: 

[ !>c ]

(This means its detected something faster than the speed of
light.)

PANEL 4

Kowsky yells into a radio transmitter, and is broadcasting to
the speeding vehicle. 

1. Kowsky, yelling into the radio: STOP! IN THE NAME OF THE LAW!

PANEL 5

Now, in open space, Kowsky is in his full uniform (helmet and
all) and is peaking into the window of the other vehicle that
has stopped. 

2. Kowsky: Do you have any idea how fast you were going?

PANEL 6

We see the 2 aliens who were driving this space car, go crazy on
weird alien design. I think they are somewhat small, and "hip
hop" like. The one closest to the window is handing out a
license and paperwork. 
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3. Alien: I assure you officer, our quantum license is valid. 

4. Alien 2: This spiral arm is practically empty! Why you out
here man. 

PANEL 7

Close on Kowsky. 

5. Kowsky: Pop the trunk. 
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PANEL 1

The trunk is open, whatever is inside is shining, Kowsky is
looking at it and the two aliens look sheepish but cunning: They
know this is bad, but they aren't afraid of some washed up cop. 

1. Kowsky: I'm going to book you for poss--

PANEL 2

WHACK! The aliens smack Kowsky. 

PANEL 3

Kowsky is thrown into the trunk. 

PANEL 4

Kowsky, lies in the trunk, in a fetus position, like in a dark
womb. The only source of light is from a moon shard that he is
holding. Its a shard of a drug moon! So its a potent drug, and
otherwise powerful as well. 

PANEL 5

Close up on Kowksy, conscious, holding the jagged moon shard in
his grip. 

PANEL 6

This is a wide panel. A ripple like effect as Kowsky tears the
car and possibly reality apart with the shard. We should get a
clear sense of change from here, that this is where things get
psychedelic. And we aren't sure if he Kowsky is just escaping
from the trunk or getting high or what. 
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PANEL 1

Kowsky is descending, from the broken trunk towards ground on a
planet. He is climbing down a ladder made of cosmic stuff. Just
go full psychdelia here, I want this to feel trippy and cosmic. 

PANEL 2

Kowsky on the surface of the planet, its like a hallucinogenic
desert. Weird waves and dunes, light is weird. All sorts of
wacky stuff in the air. 

PANEL 3

Kowsky shields his eyes and looks up, at a moon that is the drug
moon. It's super trippy. Maybe add a close up of the moon here. 

PANEL  4

Kowsky holds a scifi geiger-counter gadget pointed at the
ground. It's beeping. 

SFX, gadget: BEEP BEEP

1. Kowsky: I'm not high...
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PANEL 1

Kowsky yells, to seemingly no one. But in reality he is talking
to THE PLANET. 

2. Kowsky: ...You are! 

PANEL 2

By far the largest panel of the page. 

We see a psychedelic view of Kowsky standing in space, but he is
absolutely dwarfed by A PLANET, that is stoned on drugs. Its a
psychedelic sight, the planet has a face made out of continets
and oceans and forests etc. The planet is smoking a blunt-> Its
a big smoking asteroid, a shard of the moon. 

2. Planet: Wassup officer?

PANEL 3

Borderless panel. Just Kowsky pointing his scifi gadget pistol,
and firing wavy circles from it. Good ol' scifi cop doing work. 

3. Kowsky, yelling: You are under arrest! 
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PANEL 1

Back in the UBI precinct.

Close up of a cube with a miniaturized version of the drugged up
planet inside it on the desk of Kowsky's officer. 

1. Kowsky: Nailed it on Orbiting under the influence of a drug
moon! 

PANEL 2

Pull back to show both Kowsky and his officer. 

2. Officer: What about the moon? 

3. Kowsky: It got away, sir. 

PANEL 3

Close on the officer. 

4. Officer: You're a disgrace Kowsky! 

5. Officer: Back to your desk!

PANEL 4

Kowsky back on his desk, leaning back, feet on desk. He is
washed up and he feels good about it. 

PANEL 5

Close up on Kowsky's scifi backpack, next to his chair. Peeking
from inside the backpack are shards of the drug moon! 


